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bstract

Co-planar, single-chamber, solid oxide fuel cells (SC-SOFCs) with linearly patterned electrode structures on one surface of the electrolyte
re fabricated via a robo-dispensing method. The SC-SOFCs with various electrode patterns are prepared to investigate the relationship between
lectrode geometry and cell performance. The open-circuit voltage (OCV) for cells with a single electrode pair is unaffected by the anode-to-cathode
istance. By contrast, for cells with multiple electrode pairs, increasing the number of electrode pairs leads to a gradual decrease in OCV. These

bservations confirm that the inter-mixing of product gases causes a loss in OCV and power density, which in turn reduces the oxygen partial
ressure gradient between the anode and cathode. Keeping the electrode pairs apart by ∼4 mm permits cells with complex electrode geometry to
xhibit higher OCVs and power densities.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) that directly convert chem-
cal fuels into electricity with high efficiency are a promising
lean energy sources for the future. Conventional SOFCs, gen-
rally operated at high temperatures of 600–1000 ◦C, are able to
tilize directly hydrocarbon fuel, which makes them applicable
o combined systems for residential heat and power. The high
emperature operating conditions can, however, pose various
roblems such as long-term degradation, high costs for materi-
ls and manufacturing, and restricted cell designs. In particular,
he most difficult obstacle to the commercialization of SOFCs is
chieving a stable and reliable gas-tight seal between the anode
nd cathode gas chambers at high temperatures.

Several decades ago, Eyraud et al. [1] suggested a unique
uel cell design in which a mixture of fuel and oxidant gases

as supplied to only one gas chamber, known as single chamber
OFC (SC-SOFC). More recently, Hibino et al. [2] demonstrated
remarkable electrochemical performance from SC-SOFCs

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +82 2 2123 2855; fax: +82 2 365 5882.
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xposed to a mixture of hydrocarbon fuel and air [2]. The SC-
OFCs do not require a pore-free electrolyte or high-temperature
as-tight sealing, which allows for good thermal and mechan-
cal shock resistance and permits a much simpler integrated
ell design as the system dimension is reduced to milli- and
icro-meter size ranges.
The SC-SOFCs can be largely classified into two groups

ccording to their cell configuration. One group has the same cell
onfiguration as conventional SOFCs where the anode and cath-
de are deposited on both sides of the electrolyte, while a mixed
as is fed to the cell without sealing. The other group has a pat-
erned anode and cathode on one side of the electrolyte, denoted
s co-planar SC-SOFCs, so that the ohmic resistance is reduced
y the smaller gap between the anode and cathode instead of
y a thin electrolyte film. This cell configuration works well for
iniaturization and integration for micro-/mini-SOFCs appli-

ations. In recent years, most researches regarding SC-SOFCs
ad focused on the former design [3–5], whereas a few studies
ave been reported on the latter co-planar SC-SOFCs. Even the

ork related to co-planar type SC-SOFCs has been limited to
asic studies that involve a simple electrode pattern composed of
ne anode and cathode pair [6,7], numerical calculations [8], or
easurement of ionic conduction in the interdigitated electrode

mailto:jmoon@yonsei.ac.kr
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cell performance of co-planar SC-SOFCs. The influence of gas
composition on the OCV and cell power density at 900 ◦C was
investigated for using the cells with a single electrode pair. Oper-
ating gases with various mixing ratios of methane and oxygen
12 S.-J. Ahn et al. / Journal of Po

attern [9]. To exploit fully the potential of co-planar SC-SOFCs,
urther in-depth research into complex electrode geometry is
ecessary.

In our previous work we obtained a relatively low open-
ircuit voltage (OCV) of ∼350 mV for a mini-sized, co-planar
C-SOFC with micro-patterned interdigitated electrodes of 16
node and cathode pairs [10]. We also found a decrease in the
CV depending on the complexity of the electrode geometry

11], and speculated that it was attributed to an inter-mixing
f product gases evolved at both the anode and cathode as a
esult of the complex electrode geometry. As a result of the
ecrease in OCV, there is a reduction in the local oxygen con-
entration gradient, PO2 , between the anode and cathode. To
erify this assumption, we investigated the influence of electrode
eometry on cell performance in co-planar type SC-SOFCs,
y analyzing the effects of anode-to-cathode distance, number
f electrode pairs, and electrode pair-to-pair distance. A robo-
ispensing technique was used to fabricate co-planar SC-SOFCs
ith various complex electrode geometries [12].

. Experimental

Co-planar SC-SOFCs with linearly patterned electrodes were
abricated using yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ, TZ8Y, Tosoh,
apan) as an electrolyte, (La0.7Sr0.3)0.95MnO3 (LSM, Seimi,
apan)-gadolinium doped ceria (GDC, Nextech, USA) as a com-
osite cathode, and NiO (Sumitomo, Japan)-GDC-Pd (Aldrich
hem., USA) as a composite anode. First YSZ powder was com-
acted by a uni-axial pressing method with a hydraulic pressure
f 50 MPa using polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, Aldrich Chem.,
SA) and di-n-butyl phthalate (DBP, Yakuri Pure Chem. Co.,

apan) as binder and plasticizer, respectively, followed by sinter-
ng at 1500 ◦C for 10 h. For the preparation of the anode cermet
aste, NiO, GDC and Pd powders were mixed in a weight ratio
f 60:37:3 and dispersed in �-terpineol-containing ethyl cellu-
ose and dispersing agent by planetary milling at 250 rpm for
2 h. The solid loading of the anode paste was 14.8 vol.%. A
athode paste incorporating a mixture of LSM and GDC in a
eight ration of 70:30 was prepared in the same manner with a

olid loading of 20 vol.%.
The anode and cathode pastes were filled in separate syringe

ubes followed by extrusion through a cylindrical nozzle of
.21 mm in diameter on to an electrolyte surface. Anode paste
as dispensed under an air pressure of 1.5 torr onto the moving

lectrolyte disc at a speed of 1.22 mm s−1 to form 8 mm-long,
ine-shaped electrodes. After drying of the anode paste at 90 ◦C
or 50 min, the patterned anode structure was sintered at 1350 ◦C
or 1 h. A line-shaped cathode placed next to the anode was pat-
erned in a similar manner followed by sintering at 1200 ◦C
or 1 h. The resulting patterned SC-SOFCs were examined with
ptical microscopy (Leica DMLM) and environmental scan-
ing electron microscopy (ESEM, FEIXL-30 FEG, Philips,
etherlands). The sintered microstructure of each electrode was
nvestigated with an image analyzer (Leica Qwin).
After fabricating the SC-SOFCs, gold wires were attached to

oth ends of each line-shaped patterned electrode with gold paste
ESL Electro-Science, PA, USA) and fired at 800 ◦C for 1 h. For
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he performance measurement, the SC-SOFC cells were placed
n the middle of the quartz tube with a rectangular cross-section
f ∼28 mm in width and ∼10 mm in height and a thermocou-
le was attached close to the cell placed on the alumina plate.
he current–voltage (I–V) characteristics of the SC-SOFC were

nvestigated using a dc source meter (Keithley 2425) by a cur-
ent interruption method at 900 ◦C, while a mixture of nitrogen,
ethane and air in a volume ratio of 5:3:4 containing 3% H2O

t a flow rate of 240 ml min−1 was fed to the cell.

. Results and discussion

The robo-dispensing method enables us to fabricate SC-
OFCs rapidly with different electrode geometric dimensions.
he rheological characteristics of the pastes together with

he processing conditions determine the width, height and
icrostructural features of the resulting line pattern [12]. Under
given dispensing condition, the width of the dispensed anode

nd cathode after sintering was ∼650 and ∼400 �m, and the
hickness was 8.3 and 19.1 �m, respectively. The length of the
lectrodes was nearly unchanged from the ∼8 mm after sinter-
ng. The porosities of the sintered cathode and anode were 39.6
nd 48.4%, respectively, based on SEM image analysis of the
ractured/polished samples. As shown in Fig. 1, three types of the
C-SOFCs with different electrode patterns were prepared: the
rst set had only one pair of electrodes (i.e., anode and cathode)
ith anode-to-cathode distances of 255, 270, 443 or 783 �m

Fig. 1a), the second set had 2, 4, and 8 pairs of electrodes with
fixed anode-to-cathode distance of ∼300 �m (Fig. 1b), and the

hird set had two pairs of electrodes with pair-to-pair distances
f 1.2, 5.1, or 8.0 mm (Fig. 1c).

Gas composition plays an important role in determining the
ig. 1. Photographs and schematic illustrations showing three types of co-planar
C-SOFCs with linearly patterned electrodes on the electrolyte surface: (a) cell
ith single electrode pair and varying distances between anode and cathode; (b)

ell with increasing numbers of electrode pairs; (c) cell with two electrode pairs
nd varying pair-to-pair distances.
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Fig. 2. Open-circuit voltage and power density of SC-SOFC with a single
electrode paid and an anode-to-cathode distance of 255 �m under various gas
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ompositions: a methane flow rate varying from 20 to 120 sccm while the total
ow rate of methane and air together with nitrogen carrier gas of 100 sccm was
ept to 240 sccm.

ere fed to the cells, while the total amount of methane and
ir together with nitrogen carrier gas at 100 sccm was fixed at
40 sccm. Better cell performance is observed in the range of
0–80 sccm of methane flux, where the molar ratio of methane to
xygen, referred to as Rmix, is in the range of 2.78–6.67, as shown
n Fig. 2. The maximum OCV and power density are 804 mV and
01.2 mW cm−2, when 60 sccm of methane, 80 sccm of air, and
00 sccm of nitrogen (i.e., at the condition of Rmix = 3.75) are
upplied. The maximum OCV, however, is lower than the the-
retical value derived from the Nernst equation. Furthermore,
he best cell performance is obtained at a value of Rmix that
s relatively higher than the stoichiometric ratio of methane to
xygen required for partial oxidation of methane (i.e., Rmix = 2)
13]. This implies the existence of a parasitic reaction, which
oes not produce fuel gases required for SC-SOFC operation,
ut rather consumes methane. Such a phenomenon can be due
o: (i) the methane combustion resulting from the presence of
DC and Pd in the anode, which are added to prevent carbon
eposition and to promote the partial oxidation of methane, or
ii) the steam reforming of methane under wet gas containing
% H2O.

Doped ceria material such as GDC and Pd are typical catalysts
or the oxidation of hydrocarbon fuel, so that direct chemical
eaction of methane (Eq. (1)) can occur locally around the anode
rea at the high operating temperature, as described by Riess
14].

H4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O (1)

In the present experiment, nitrogen carrier gas is necessary
o develop the OCV for the NiO-GDC-Pd cermet anode, while
he NiO-YSZ cermet anode exhibits an OCV of ∼800 mV with-

ut N2 gas. This observation supports the existence of direct
ethane combustion since nitrogen gas acts as a diluent for
CV development in the NiO-GDC-Pd cermet anode. Such a
ethane combustion reaction produces CO2 and H2O by con-
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uming CH4 and O2, so that the fuel concentration of H2 and CO
round the anode decreases, resulting in a lower OCV than the-
retical values. The methane combustion reaction, however, is
ot thought to cause a higher Rmix because there is more oxygen
onsumed than methane in the reaction, as shown in Eq. (1).

Steam reforming of methane is likely to be responsible for
he higher Rmix and the lower than theoretical OCV values. Con-
ersion of methane to hydrogen and carbon monoxide is mainly
chieved by the two reactions: steam reforming and partial oxi-
ation by oxygen, i.e.,

H4 + H2O → 3H2 + CO �H◦
298 = 206 kJ mol−1 (2)

H4 + 1/2O2 → 2H2 + CO �H◦
298 = −35.6 kJ mol−1 (3)

Methane partial oxidation (Eq. (3)) is known to be exother-
ic, while steam reforming is endothermic (Eq. (2)). Thus, it is

ypical to observe an increase in local temperature close to the
node [15]. When dry mixed gas is supplied to the SC-SOFC, the
easured temperature difference between the inside and outside

eaction chamber is much higher (�T ∼20 ◦C) than when wet
as is supplied (�T ∼3 ◦C). The lower rise in temperature with
et gas operation is indicative of the steam reforming reaction,
hich simultaneously occurs to some extent in the presence
f vapour, and absorbs the heat generated by the partial oxi-
ation of methane. We have confirmed that the maximum cell
erformance with a higher OCV is obtained at a theoretically
ptimized value (Rmix = 2.0), with a stoichiometric methane-to-
xygen ratio for methane partial oxidation (Eq. (3)), under dry
ixed-gas conditions. Under wet mixed-gas conditions, steam

eforming requires more methane, which results in a higher Rmix
f about 3.75.

Stefan et al. [16] have suggested that the gas flow direction
elative to the anode and cathode orientation in the SC-SOFC is
lso a significant determinant of cell performance. Thus, we also
ried to determine how the gas flow direction influences the per-
ormance of coplanar type SC-SOFCs with a single pair of linear
lectrodes. Three different cell configurations with respect to gas
ow orientation were tested namely, parallel to gas flow (Fig. 3a),
nd perpendicular to gas flow with either cathode (Fig. 3b) or
node (Fig. 3c) placed ahead. The measured OCV of the cell as a
unction of gas flow orientation at 900 ◦C is presented in Fig. 3d
s the Rmix is varied from 1 to 5. For all values in the Rmix range,
he OCV is lowest in cells where the anode met the mixed gas
rst. The highest OCV is obtained for cells in which linear elec-

rodes were placed in a parallel direction to the gas flow. A lower
CV for cells with a perpendicular gas flow configuration could
e due to a lower oxygen partial pressure gradient between the
node and cathode as a result of the inter-mixing of intermediate
nd/or final product gases after the electrocatalytic reaction in
ach electrode. In particular, a cell in which the anode meets the
ixed gas first in a perpendicular manner suffers from almost a

ero gradient in the oxygen partial pressure. The oxygen could
e nearly consumed at the anode placed ahead of the cathode

y methane partial oxidation, which, in turn, prevents the cell
rom developing a high OCV. By contrast, the cell in a parallel
as flow configuration confronts less inter-mixing and thereby
evelops the highest OCV.
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The variation in the OCV of co-planar SC-SOFCs with a
ig. 3. Three different cell configurations with respect to gas flow orientation
head; (c) perpendicular to gas flow while the anode is placed ahead; and (d)
ixing molar ratio (Rmix).

Further analysis of the influence of electrode geometry on
ell performance was performed at 900 ◦C in the parallel gas
ow configuration using a wet mixed gas of Rmix = 3.75. The
CV and power density of the SC-SOFCs with a single elec-

rode pair with varying anode-to-cathode distances are shown
n Fig. 4. Although the anode-to-cathode distance varied from
55 to 783 �m, the OCV shows little variation (804, 820, 790,
nd 782 mV). The OCV is nearly independent of the anode-

o-cathode distance within the investigated length range. It is
ossible, however, that the OCV decreases as the anode-to-
athode distance becomes narrower than 255 �m, due to the

ig. 4. Open-circuit voltage and power density of SC-SOFC with a single elec-
rode pair and varying anode-to-cathode distances at 900 ◦C using a wet mixed
as of Rmix = 3.75.

v
O

F
a
R

arallel to gas flow; (b) perpendicular to gas flow while the cathode is placed
red OCVs for each cell configuration at 900 ◦C as a function of fuel/oxidant

ncreased possibility of product gas inter-mixing. The power
ensity of the SC-SOFCs linearly decreases from 101.2 to 90.5
o 80.2 to 55.6 mW cm−2 with increasing anode-to-cathode dis-
ance, as similarly observed by Hibino et al. [6,7]. Increase in
he anode-to-cathode distance in the co-planar SC-SOFCs pro-
ongs the diffusion path of the oxygen ion and this results in an
arying number of electrode pairs is presented in Fig. 5. The
CVs for SC-SOFCs with the 1, 2, 4 and 8 pairs of electrodes

ig. 5. Open-circuit voltage drop for SC-SOFCs with multiple electrode pairs
s a function of number of electrode pairs at 900 ◦C using wet mixed gas of

mix = 3.75.
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Fig. 6. (a) Open-circuit voltage variation and (b) performance of SC-SOFCs
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t a fixed anode-to-cathode distance of ∼250 �m are 804, 650,
40 and 432 mV, respectively. The OCV decreases with increas-
ng complexity of the electrode geometry, which is consistent
ith the findings from our previous work. The microfluidically
atterned SC-SOFC with 16 pairs of electrodes and an anode-
o-cathode distance of 50 �m exhibits a relatively low OCV
f about 350 mV [10]. For an ideal SC-SOFC, the operation
echanism is the same as for a conventional SOFC, in which

he partial oxidation of the methane needs to occur only at the
node and the oxygen is reduced only at the cathode [17]. The
elective partial oxidation and reduction induces a difference
n the oxygen partial pressure between the anode and cathode,
hich is the driving force for fuel cell operation with a maxi-
ized OCV. In this regard, the decrease from the theoretically

alculated OCV can be attributed to a loss in the oxygen partial
ressure between the electrodes, which can be caused by various
easons.

As previously stated, the partial oxidation of the methane
n the anode is always accompanied by strong heat evolution
15], and the anode has higher a local temperature than the
athode. Although the thermocouple placed on the bottom of
he cell measured a very small temperature difference (∼3 ◦C)
ue to the steam reforming, the actual local temperature rise on
he anode should be much larger. Furthermore the SC-SOFC
peration under a wet gas condition entails steam reforming
nd partial oxidation reaction of methane, both of which are
haracterized by molar volume expansion reactions as indicated
n Eqs. (2) and (3). A large volume expansion is expected to
ccur locally at the anode at 900 ◦C, which sets up a pressure
ifference between the anode and cathode. These local temper-
ture and pressure gradients across the electrodes can induce
oth the convection flow and mass transport by which the prod-
ct gases of CO and H2 at the anode are transferred towards
he cathode and oxidized with O2 [18]. Such an intermixing
f the fuel gas at the electrode becomes more serious with an
ncreased number of electrode pairs of closely packed anodes
nd cathodes. Placing many electrode pairs on the electrolyte
auses the product gases to be more exposed to the anode-
acing-cathode site where direct fuel combustion occurs. This
ffect is manifested by a gradual decrease in the OCV, as shown
n Fig. 5.

The OCVs and I–V characteristics for the SC-SOFCs with
wo electrode pairs that vary in inter-pair spacing are summa-
ized in Fig. 6a and b. The OCV increases from 650 to 807 mV as
he distances between the electrode pairs increased from 0.3 to
.0 mm. The OCV values are 805 and 807 mV for a pair-to-pair
istance of 5.1 and 8.0 mm, respectively, which is similar to the
CV for an SC-SOFC with a single electrode pair. The dotted

ine in Fig. 6a represents the tendency of the OCV to change as
function of the pair-to-pair distance. The OCV shows a limit
f ∼800 mV when the pair-to-pair distance reaches∼4 mm. This
uggests that increasing the distance between electrode pairs pre-
ents the product gases from being inter-mixed, which enables

ach electrode pair to maintain a large oxygen difference in
artial pressure that results in the recovery of OCV.

The I–V characteristics of the SC-SOFCs as a function
f the pair-to-pair distance also exhibit a unique behaviour

t
c
w
O

ith two electrode pairs and varying pair-to-pair distance at 900 ◦C using wet
ixed gas of Rmix = 3.75.

Fig. 6b). The SC-SOFCs with a narrow pair-to-pair distance
0.3–4 mm) experiences an abrupt voltage drop, while the cell
ith a wider pair-to-pair distance (>5 mm) displays a gentle

lope. The variation of I–V slope as a function of electrode
air distance is related to the oxygen deficit-induced cathodic
olarization caused by direct fuel combustion at the cathode.
hen the pair-to-pair distance is up to ∼4 mm, the power

ensities are comparable with the value for a cell with a
ingle electrode pair (i.e., 60–100 mW cm−2). Further reduc-
ion in the inter-electrode pair distance, however, drastically
ecreases the power density to ∼10 mW cm−2. These find-
ngs on the influence of electrode geometry indicated that
o-planar SC-SOFCs with multiple electrode pairs may not
e suitable for maximized cell performance with high OCV,
nless the pair-to-pair distance is sufficiently larger than 4 mm
nder wet mixed-gas condition. It is necessary to introduce a
arrier structure between the electrode pair in order to sup-
ress the inter-mixing of product gases. It should be noted,
owever, that a SC-SOFC operating in dry gas at lower
emperature will eliminate the undesirable steam reforming reac-
ion. The reduction in individual electrode size will minimize
he temperature and pressure gradients across the anode and

athode. On fulfillment of these conditions, even SC-SOFCs
ith multiple electrode pairs might develop a relatively high
CV.
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. Conclusions

The influence of electrode geometry on the performance of
o-planar SC-SOFCs, has been investigated. A maximum OCV
nd power density are obtained at 900 ◦C when using a wet
ixed gas of Rmix = 3.75 in a parallel gas flow configuration
ith respect to the electrode direction. The SC-SOFC with a

ingle electrode pair exhibits uniform OCVs in the range of
82–804 mV with decreasing anode-to-cathode distance, but the
ower density increases due to a decrease in ohmic resistance.
or cells with multiple electrode pairs, the OCV drastically
ecreases with an increasing number of closely patterned elec-
rode pairs because of the effect from inter-mixing of product
ases. Such a decrease in OCV could be suppressed by increas-
ng the inter-electrode pair distance. The electrode geometry
estriction associated with co-planar type SC-SOFCs must be
olved before use of SC-SOFCs for mini- and/or micro-scale
ortable power generation.
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